
CAT® TERRAIN FOR DRILLING 

You already know how Cat® Terrain for drilling can help you plan your work, then work  
your plan more efficiently. The latest upgrade delivers even more to help you hit your  
targets every time. Check out four new features that will save you time and money.

Real-time hole updates let multiple drills on the same pattern 
share the status of every hole drilled. That means your drills 
and your office all stay synchronized. Everyone sees the same 
clear visual of progress and accuracy against plan for the entire 
pattern, so there’s no work overlap.

NEW CAT® TERRAIN FOR DRILLING  
UPGRADES WILL SAVE YOU TIME & MONEY

CAT® MINESTAR™

Getting operators up to speed is faster, safer and more  
cost-effective, thanks to a new simulator that lets you conduct 
training off the machine. It’s a great way to train new operators  
or help current operators improve their skills. 

TRAIN YOUR OPERATORS  
MORE QUICKLY & SAFELY

If you operate Atlas Copco SmartROC D65 or FlexiROC D65 
articulated drills, you can stop worrying about inaccurate 
guidance caused by operator error. The Atlas Copco Hole 
Navigation System requires a specific start-up procedure to 
set the machine’s orientation. The Cat Guidance System does 
not. In fact, it eliminates the need for the operator to input basic 
parameters, taking human mistakes out of the equation. 

ELIMINATE START-UP INACCURACIES

Now you can add Cat Terrain for drilling to your Wick Hole drills, 
making it easier than ever to get the leaching agent to percolate 
through the leach pad and extract valuable commodities. Take 
advantage of all the key Cat Terrain for drilling features: pattern 
design files, drilled hole location reporting, bootleg locations, 
position awareness and guidance. 

WORK MORE ACCURATELY  
IN LEACH PAD APPLICATIONS

VISUALIZE PROGRESS VS. PLAN IN REAL TIME  
ACROSS YOUR DRILL FLEET
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CAT® MINESTAR™
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For a limited time, we’re offering two special promotions to make upgrading  
to the latest Cat Terrain for drilling even more affordable.

when you upgrade now—and 
get credit for your next display 
if you’re within 24 months of the 
next upgrade.

LOW  
UPFRONT  

COSTS 24-28%
SAVE

OFF THE
STANDARD PRICE

and pay a low monthly fee to keep 
your hardware and software current. 
You’ll also get warranty protection on 
parts for the life of your contract.

NO 
UPFRONT

COST NOW
UPGRADE

AT NO COST

2 WAYS TO SAVE


